
3 March 1994
Dear Peter:

This will be a short letter. I have very little to report.
However, we do hope to head south for a couple of weeks starting next
week, and I prefer to start with my desk clean.

Firstly, though, thanks for your letter of 13 Feb. It is always
good to hear from you. It was especially nice [or terrific, to use one
of your favorite words] to learn that the Whitlock Family Association
is so active these days, with many new researchers contacting it and
some terrific new finds coming in. We Whitlock descendants do
appreciate the great work you are doing, though undoubtedly under
appreciate the time it takes.

Yes, I will most likely write, or have already written, to the
people whose addresses are given in material I send you. I jot them
down to capture them for my records and to share them with others in
the event I am not always here. I will not need copies of anything
from your files to send to any of them. In all my letters I mention
that I am collecting the data only to be passed on to the WFA, and that
more data is available from that source. [Thanks a lot, I can hear you
say. Thats all I need - more correspondance.] One person did
subsequently inquire as to your address, so you may hear from them.

The lack of data to report is largely because I have been working
on other families and because I am still waiting to hear back on some
outstanding mai l.~ On ~otheL lines,_ we_are_ making p_CQgr_esson_Goodale,
and intermarrying lines, but the track is weak and the going is slow.
Then Mom recently received a 20 page draft paper on Ash from a new
correspondent and I have spent most of the last week working on that.
A good piece of work, but with some errors, and our data is much more
extensive than this individual has.

On Whitlock, I have ceased looking for Amos in the 1910 USC. I
don't now think he was in Portland in that year. There are Portland
City Directories existant for every year from the late 1800s to the
present. I am not real familiar with them, but they seem to list every
adult person who worked or resided in Portland each year [excepting
housewives, etc.]. Amos first appears in 1912. I have talked to
Ferne, who is convinced that Amos was in fact here at that time. She
knows her father's age when his parents moved here, and that calculates
to 1908 or so. I have no reason to doubt her. My guess is that they
initially lived in one of the other abutting towns to Portland. That
is too indefinate to pursue through the census. I will look for deeds
for Amos at the County courthouse sometime to see if that gives us a
clue, but it may be some time before I get to that.

I will send you copies of the applicable page on Whitlock from the
directories covering 1912-1914. I just haven't got around to copying
them yet though. These confirm Amos resided at 50 Stone St, a dwelling
which he apparently then owned. Also "boarding" at that address were
Miss Ada A; Claire, a box maker at 42 Union; Jasper F, a clerk at 474
Congress & William H, a laborer, as was Amos. Also there in 1912 were
Everett L, a laborer who appears to own a house at 117 Franklin; Fred,



a cook at 645 Congress who "bds" at 17 Henry; James P, a clerk who bds
at 116 Oxford; & John H, a salesman at 104a Exchange, who has a house
at 51 Cedar. [It may be that I am misreading "h" to mean owns the
house, whereas it may only mean that it is a house, whether owned or
rented unspecified.]

These are all still present in 1913. Everett L is now
specifically listed as a laborer at Evergreen Cemetery & now is h at 97
Oxford. Fred, or a Fred, is a freight handler & bds 210 Congress.
John H now is h at 6 Edwards in South Portland, a separate town never a
part of Portland. & Wendell appears as a barber at 379 Congress,
boarding at 97 Oxford, the same address as Everett.

In 1914, Amos W, Everett L & William H are all listed, but said to
have moved to New Brunswick. Neither Claire nor Ada are listed, both,
as I recall, were then married. Aldon D appears as a laborer who rms
rear 520 Congress. There are two Freds. One, the Freight handler, bds
117 Newbury. The other Fred is a boilermaker at 58 Fore & "h r" 225
Danforth. [Maybe h r means rents a house. I will have to check the
symbols more carefully.]

Most of these individuals are readily recognizable. Everett had
me fooled for a while. I thought he might be the missing child of Amos
as he appears & disappears at the same time as Amos. I had not then
noticed that he was living at the same address as Wendell and is
clearly his older brother. I haven't yet tried to straighten out the
two Freds, one of whom may be the Fred later in Ogunquit. Surprising
to me was that Charles L doesn't show up here.

I will probably play with these books some more as they are easy
_. ._t_o__access_and _use, and_sort~of_fun. Similar _books_exist, prehaps

appearing with less frequency, for some of the other cities. I haven't
yet decided how or if to integrate this data with the VR records I have
been sending you. I will wait to get more data before deciding. I do
plan to organize the data in some fashion, & in the computer, so you
will be seeing more of this at some later date.

I did have a letter from John H [Jack] of Hawaii last week
responding to a few questions I asked. [This is still the Amos line:
Amos - John H -John F - Jack]. The supplemental data is:

Wife Yukiko (Yuki) B: 16 Oct 1926 Wakayama, Japan.
Gdau Marley Look, B: Kana, Hawaii.
Gdau Joee Duesterhaus Whitlock B: Honolulu, Hawaii.
Jack was career US Army from 1948-1974, having previously served

in the US Merchant Marines.
I will get all this added to the proper chart the next time around.

As mentioned above, I did talk to Ferne recently & Jan saw her
yesterday at the grocery store. She is getting over a bout of
pneumonia but sounds well & Jan says she looks well. Her real hold-up
in getting back to me is that she has asked for some data from her
sisters which she is embarrassed they haven't done yet. I gather from
her conversation with Jan yesterday that prehaps one now has. Jan told
her not to wait for everything, it may never arrive, and we are quite
happy with bits & pieces. I haven't heard from Kay & must call her. I
am afraid she may be concerned that my chart indicates her father lived
in sin, but prehaps I am reading too much in to her non-response.
All for now. Sincerely. ~"P""" fV"'. LJ ~7;

MR. & MRS. GERALD F. GOWER
A <::~ P t Q<:: P """,,,,,rI l\tfP nAn71



4~/~~
~Dear Peter:

4 March 1994

This is really a PS to my letter of yesterday. After writing you,
I cailled Ferne to let her know I had belatedly recognized Everett and
that he was not the missing child of Amos. She had recently gotten
some cemetery inscriptions from her brother Lansley that he and brother
Fred had jotted down on a trip to NB a few years ago. Prehaps because
it was snowing out - we got 10 inches - or because these were names she
did not recognize as her line, she decided to read them to me over the
phone. That data follows:

Marysville Cemetery, NB, Canada [I read that to mean a cemetery in
Marysville, rather than necessarily the name of the cemetery].

WHITLOCK
George H
Ada
Wilmot
Margaret
W Orrington
Harry M
Emily MacDonald Whitlock

1850-1914
1868-1954
1841-1910
1813-1895
1879-1954
1903-1967
1883-1957

These names are generally recognizable. They relate to Nelson,
the youngest son of Solomon [K1] of the 09 line. Nelson is L10.

More specifically, Margaret was the wife of Nelson.
___ G_e_o_cge_H_&~lllQ~WELe_L"\'L~o~theiL-£ons_. _

W Orrington was a gson, a son of their son William J.

Emily MacDonald, I suspect, was the wife of gson Hartley, another
son of Wm J. The dates match precisely the dates you have for her.
However, your data says she was a Banks, rather than a MacDonald. I
wonder if she was born a MacDonald but had married a Banks before
marrying Hartley.

Ada I did not find on the chart. I would guess by the order of
the names above that she was possibly the wife of George Horatio.

Harry M also I did not find on the chart. Since this lot contains
various members of Nelson's family over four generations it is
hazardous to guess who he might be. His name coming next after
Orrington possibly suggests Harry was his son. Another possibility is
that he was a son of Hartley. Both possibilities may be wrong.

You will also note that some of the birth-year dates on the gs
differ somewhat from those given in the 09 chart. For example,
Margaret is said on the gs to have been born in 1813, rather than 1816.
George is said to have been born in 1850, rather than in 1846. And
Wilmot is said to have been born in 1841, rather than in 1843. Grave
stone data is not always reliable. I gather some of the data we
previously had may have been estimated from census data. In this case
I suspect the gs data may be more reliable.

All for now.

MR. & MRS. GERALD F. GOWER
453 Rt. 85, Raymond, ME 04071

Sincerely
•

~


